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1. Introduction
This mini guide is a short form of the APM publication, Project Risk Analysis and 
Management (PRAM) Guide 2nd edition.1 It provides an introduction to the processes 
involved in project risk analysis and management, offering a simple, but robust and 
practical framework to help new practitioners get started. Some of the commonly used 
techniques and methods are described; a more comprehensive list and description can 
be found in the full APM guide.

Project risk analysis and management can be used on all projects, whatever the industry or 
environment, and whatever the timescale or budget.

2. What is PRAM? 
In this guide, the term ‘PRAM’ encompasses processes, techniques and methods that 
enables the analysis and management of the risks associated with a project. Properly 
undertaken, it will increase the likelihood of successful completion of a project to cost, 
time and performance objectives. 

Risk has two aspects: downside risk or threats, which if they occurred would adversely 
affect project objectives, and upside risk or opportunities, which if pursued would 
positively affect the project objectives. This guide focuses on the downside threats, which 
for the sake of brevity of this guide are called risks. The threats and opportunities are 
discussed in more detail in the APM PRAM Guide.

Risks for which there is ample data can be assessed statistically. However, no two projects 
are the same. Often things go wrong for reasons unique to a particular project, industry or 
working environment. Dealing with risks in projects is therefore different from situations 

here there is sufficient data to ado t an actuarial a roach  ecause ro ects in ariabl  
involve a strong technical, engineering, innovative or strategic content, a systematic 
process has proven preferable to an intuitive approach. PRAM has been developed to 
meet this requirement.

1 PRAM ublished b    

“Dealing with risks in projects is 
di�erent from situations where 
there is su�cient data to adopt 

an actuarial approach”

“Project risk analysis and 
management can be used on all 
projects, whatever the industry 
or environment, and whatever 

the timescale or budget”
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3. What is involved?
he first ste  is to recognise that risk e ists as a conse uence of uncertaint  n an  
ro ect there ill be risks and uncertainties of arious t es as illustrated b  the 

follo ing e am les

n the management and financial authorit  structure are not et established

n the technolog  is not et ro en

n industrial relations roblems seem likel

n resources ma  not be a ailable at the re uired le el

ll uncertaint  roduces an e osure to risk  hich in ro ect management terms  
ma  cause a failure to

n kee  ithin budget

n achie e the re uired com letion date  

n achie e the re uired erformance ob ecti e

 is designed to identif  and assess risks that threaten the achie ement of ro ect 
ob ecti es and to take action to a oid  reduce or e en acce t those risks  he ne t section 
of this guide describes the benefits that  can bring to a ro ect and also the ider 
benefits to the organisation and its stakeholders  t should be regarded as an integral art 
of ro ect or business management and not ust as a set of tools or techni ues

THE PRAM PROCESS

erienced risk anal sts and managers hold erce tions of this rocess that are subtle 
and di erse  igure  sho s the ma or hases in the  rocess  n order to sim lif  the 

rocess  this guide di ides the o erall rocess into t o constituents or stages  risk anal sis 
and risk management  isk anal sis is the combination of the estimate and e aluate 
sub hases ithin the ssess hase in igure 

Risk analysis

his stage of the rocess is generall  s lit into t o sub stages  a ualitati e anal sis sub
stage  that focuses on identification and sub ecti e assessment of risks  and a uantitati e 
anal sis sub stage  that focuses on an ob ecti e assessment of the risks

ualitati e anal sis

 ualitati e anal sis allo s the main risk sources or factors to be identified  his can be 
done  for e am le  ith the aid of checklists  inter ie s or brainstorming sessions  his 
is usuall  associated ith some form of assessment that could be the descri tion of each 
risk and its im acts or a sub ecti e labelling of each risk for e am le  high lo  in terms of 
both its im act and its robabilit  of occurrence

 sound aim is to identif  the ke  risks  erha s bet een fi e and  for each ro ect or 
art ro ect on large ro ects  hich are then anal sed and managed in more detail

“PRAM is designed to identify 
and assess risks that threaten the 
achievement of project objectives 
and to take action to avoid, reduce 

or even accept those risks”

“A sound aim is to identify the key 
risks, which are then analysed 

and managed in more detail”
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“An initial qualitative analysis is 
essential. It brings considerable 

benefit in terms of understanding 
the project and its problems”

Quantitative analysis

A quantitative analysis often involves more sophisticated techniques, usually 
requiring computer software. To some people, this is the most formal aspect of 
the whole process requiring:

n measurement of uncertainty in cost and time estimates;

n probabilistic combination of individual uncertainties.

Such techniques can be applied with varying levels of effort ranging from modest to 
extensively thorough. It is recommended that new practitioners start slowly, perhaps 
even ignoring this ‘sub-stage’, until a climate of acceptability has been developed for 
project risk analysis and management in the organisation.

n initial ualitati e anal sis is essential  t brings considerable benefit in terms of 
understanding the project and its problems irrespective of whether or not a quantitative 
analysis is carried out. It may also serve to highlight possibilities for risk ‘closure’, ie the 
de elo ment of a s ecific lan to deal ith a s ecific risk issue

Experience has shown that qualitative analysis – identifying and assessing risks – usually 
leads to an initial, if simple, level of quantitative analysis. If, for any reason – such as time 
or resource pressure or cost constraints – both a qualitative and quantitative analysis are 
impossible, it is the qualitative analysis that should remain.

t should be noted that rocedures for decision making ould need to be modified if risk 
analysis is adopted. An example that illustrates this point is the sanction decision for clients, 
where estimates of cost and time will be produced in the form of ranges and associated 

robabilities rather than single alue figures

INITIATE

IDENTIFY

ASSESS

PLAN RESPONSES

IMPLEMENT RESPONSES

M
A

N
A

G
E PR

O
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ESS

The risk management process

Figure 1. Risk management process
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Risk management

This stage of the process involves the formulation of management responses to the main 
risks. Risk management may start during the qualitative analysis phase as the need to 
respond to risks may be urgent and the solution fairly obvious. Iteration between the risk 
analysis and risk management stages is likely.

Risk management can involve:

n implementing measures to avoid a risk, to reduce its effect or to reduce its probability 
of occurrence;

n establishing contingency plans to deal with risks if they should occur;

n initiating further investigations to reduce uncertainty through better information;

n considering risk transfer to insurers;

n considering risk allocation in contracts;

n setting contingencies in cost estimates  oat in rogrammes and tolerances or s ace  
in erformance s ecifications

n Section 6 of this guide considers some of the techniques of PRAM in more detail.

“Risk management may start 
during the qualitative analysis 
phase as the need to respond 

to risks may be urgent”
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4. Why is it used?
There are many reasons for using PRAM, but the main reason is that it can provide 

significant benefits far in e cess of the cost of erforming it

enefits

he benefits gained from using  techni ues and methods ser e not onl  the ro ect  

but also other arties  such as the organisation and its stakeholders  ome e am les of the 

main benefits are

n  ro ect risks can be acti el  managed to enhance the erformance of the ro ect against 

its ke  ob ecti es

n  an inde endent ie  of the ro ect risks  hich can hel  to ustif  decisions and enable 

more efficient and effecti e management of the risks

n  an increased understanding of the ro ect  hich in turn leads to the formulation of 

more realistic lans  in terms of both cost estimates and timescales

n  an increased understanding of the risks in a ro ect and their ossible im act that can 

lead to the minimisation of risks for a art  and or the allocation of risks to the art  best 

able to handle them

n  an understanding of ho  risks in a ro ect can lead to the use of a more suitable t e 

of contract

n  kno ledge of the risks in a ro ect  hich allo s assessment of contingencies that 

actuall  re ect the risks and hich also tends to discourage the acce tance of financiall  

unsound ro ects

n  a contribution to the build u  of statistical information of historical risks that ill assist in 

better modelling of future ro ects

n  facilitation of greater  but more rational  risk taking  thus increasing the benefits that can 

be gained from risk taking

n  assistance ith the distinction bet een good luck and good management  and bad luck 

and bad management

“The benefits gained from 
using PRAM techniques and 
methods serve not only the 

project, but also other parties”
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“A detailed cost and time 
risk analysis usually requires 

anywhere from one to 
three months”

Who benefits from its use?

n  an organisation and its senior management, for whom a knowledge of the risks attached 
to proposed projects is important when considering the sanction of capital expenditure 
and capital budgets;

n  clients, both internal and external, as they are more likely to get what they want, when 
they want it and for a cost they can afford;

n  project managers who want to improve the quality of their work, ie they want to bring 
their projects into cost, on time and to the required performance.

What are the costs of using it?

The costs of using PRAM techniques vary according to the scope of the work and the 
commitment to the process. Below are some example costs, time-scales and resource 
requirements for carrying out the process.

Cost

The cost of using the process can be as little as the cost of one or two days of a person’s 
time up to a maximum of 5–10 per cent of the management costs of the project, even if this 
higher cost, as a percentage of the total project cost, is relatively small. It can be argued 
that the cost incurred is an in estment if risks are identified during the rocess that ma  
other ise ha e remained unidentified until it as too late to react

Time

The time taken to carry out a risk analysis is partially dependent upon the availability of 
information. A detailed cost and time risk analysis usually requires anywhere from one 
to three months depending on the scale and complexity of the project, and the extent of 
planning and cost preparation already carried out. However, as indicated above, a useful 
analysis can take as little as one or two days.

Resources

The minimum resource requirement is obviously just one person within an organisation 
with experience of using PRAM techniques. However, if expertise does not exist within 
the organisation, it can be readily acquired from outside consultants. It is likely that once 
PRAM has been introduced to an organisation, in-house expertise will develop rapidly.

As stated in Section 3, PRAM is relevant to all projects and is an integral part of project 
management  his can make it er  difficult to se arate the costs of erforming it  ome 
organisations treat these costs as an overhead to the organisation, and not to the project.

“The costs of using PRAM 
techniques vary according to 

the scope of the work and the 
commitment to the process”
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5. When should it be used and who 
should do it?
PRAM is an inherently scalable process and as such can be applied to nearly all projects 
to the oint here it brings benefits to that ro ect ithout o erburdening it   is a 
continuous process that can be started at almost any stage in the life cycle of a project; 
ho e er  it is most beneficial to use it in the earlier stages of a ro ect

here are fi e oints in a ro ect here articular benefits can be achie ed b  using it

1. Feasibility study. t this stage  the ro ect is most e ible  enabling changes to be 
made that can reduce the risks at a relati el  lo  cost  t can also hel  in deciding 
bet een arious im lementation o tions for the ro ect

2. Sanction. he client can make use of it to ie  the risk e osure associated ith the 
ro ect and can check that all ossible ste s to reduce or manage the risks ha e been 

taken  f a uantitati e anal sis has been carried out  then the client ill be able to 
understand the chance  that he has of achie ing the ro ect ob ecti es cost  time 
and erformance

3. Tendering. he contractor can make use of it to ensure that all risks ha e been 
identified and to hel  him set his risk contingenc  or check his risk e osure

4. Post tender. he client can make use of it to ensure that the contractor has identified 
all risks and to assess the likelihood of tendered rogrammes being achie ed

5. At intervals during implementation. t can hel  to im ro e the likelihood of 
com leting the ro ect to cost and timescale if all risks are identified and are correctl  
managed as the  occur

“PRAM is a continuous process 
that can be started at almost any 

stage in the life cycle of a project”
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Which projects are suitable?

Many experienced practitioners of PRAM would say “any and all” in answer to this 
question, and experience does show that this is the case – the reasons were stated earlier 
in the guide. All projects contain risk and risk analysis, and management is an integral part 
of project or business management.

Attend any conference or read any literature on risk and it is clear that the most extensive 
applications have occurred on large capital projects, such as defence, oil and gas, 
aerospace and civil engineering – these projects have been the proving ground for many 
of the techniques.

n other fields  there are e am les of risk anal sis and management a lied to insurance  
IT projects and software development, and projects for organisational change.

The only general guidance is that the more complex or more innovative the project, the 
greater the benefits  n small ro ects  the budget ill robabl  ustif  onl  a lo  le el of 
application, perhaps omitting the quantitative analysis.

What type of project?

t can be used on an  t e of ro ect  but it is more beneficial for some ro ects than 
others  ome e am les of ro ects that ould benefit from  are

n  innovative, new technology projects;

n  projects requiring large capital outlay or investment;

n  fast-track or high-tempo projects;

n  projects that interrupt crucial revenue streams;

n  unusual agreements (legal, insurance or contractual);

n  projects with sensitive issues (environment/relocation);

n  projects with stringent requirements (regulatory/safety);

n  ro ects ith im ortant olitical economic financial arameters

“All projects contain risk and 
risk analysis, and management 

is an integral part of project or 
business management”
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When should it be done?

There are a few circumstances when it is particularly advisable to use PRAM techniques. 
These are:

n  hen there are s ecific targets that must be met

n  hen there is an une ected ne  de elo ment in a ro ect

n  at oints of change in the life c cle of a ro ect

When shouldn’t it be done?

There are no particular circumstances under which PRAM techniques should not be used 
except perhaps for repeat projects, where such analyses have already been carried out – 
unless  of course  there are s ecific differences bet een the ro ects

n the resence of uncertaint  here se ere constraints gi e rise to significant risk  the 
absence of rele ant data ma  make a uantitati e assessment not orth hile  o e er  
such circumstances must ne er re ent a rigorous ualitati e anal sis being carried out

Who should do it?

Many people advocate the use of an independent expert or external consultant to ensure 
the  recei e an unbiased ie  hereas others suggest that  su ort should be 
an internal function  inions differ idel  at this stage  but  essentiall  an one can do 
it ro ided consideration is gi en to the ers ecti e  from hich the  are ie ing the 

ro ect  n an  e ent  the ro ect management team should be closel  in ol ed in the 
analytical process to ensure validity of the analysis and also to allow them to believe in 
the results.

“Essentially, anyone can do it 
provided consideration is given 
to the ‘perspective’ from which 

they are viewing the project”
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6. How to do it – techniques and methods
As outlined in Section 3, PRAM can be split into its two constituents or stages – risk 
analysis (qualitative and quantitative) and risk management. A range of tools for both 
constituents is available at apm.org.uk/news/risk-sig-reference-table. There is no one 
technique or method for carrying out either stage of the process. Some of the techniques 
and methods that can be employed are detailed below.

Qualitative risk analysis

he first hase of the ualitati e anal sis is identification  his is considered b  some as the 

most im ortant element of the rocess  since once a risk has been identified  it is ossible 

to do something about it  dentification can be achie ed b

n  interviewing key members of the project team;

n  organising brainstorming meetings with all interested parties;

n  by using the personal experience of the risk analyst;

n  reviewing past corporate experience if appraisal records are kept.

All of the above methods are greatly enhanced by the use of checklists, which can 

either be generic in nature  ie a licable to an  ro ect or s ecific to the t e of ro ect 

being analysed.

“The relative significance of 
the identified and assessed 
risks may be displayed on a 

probability impact matrix”

Probability ratings Probability scale 
values Ranking index values

Almost Certain 5 5 10 20 40 80

Likely 4 4 8 16 32 64

Possible 3 3 6 12 24 48

Unlikely 2 2 4 8 16 32

Rare 1 1 2 4 8 16

Impact scale values 1 2 4 8 16

Impact ratings nsignificant Minor Medium Major Severe

Figure 2. Probability impact matrix
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nce identified  the risks are then sub ected to an initial assessment that categorises 

the risks into ratings for e am le  high lo  of robabilit  of occurrence  and ratings 

for e am le  ma or minor  of im act on the ro ect s ob ecti es should the risk materialise  

he relati e significance of the identified and assessed risks ma  be dis la ed on a 

robabilit  im act matri  n e am le matri  is sho n in igure  age  caling of the 

robabilit  and im act should follo  the ro ect s risk management a roach  ho ing the 

risks in this a  hel s to focus on the risks that re uire urgent attention  he matri  can be 

used to dis la  the effect of lanned res onses

nitial res onses should be lanned for risks that ha e been assessed as high relati e 

significance and or re uire urgent attention  he anal sis ma  be terminated during this 

hase if the assessment immediatel  suggests a a  in hich man  identified risks can 

be mitigated

t ma  be necessar  to re isit the identification hase after the assessment hase to see if 
an  conse uential secondar  risks can be identified  a secondar  risk ma  result from a 

lanned res onse to a risk and might therefore lead to the res onse being unsuccessful  
he necessit  of doing this ill largel  be de endent on the si e and or com le it  of 

the ro ect

lanned res onses should be re ie ed for cost effecti eness and  once a ro ed  should 
be included in the ro ect schedule  

Quantitative risk analysis

nce all risks ha e been identified  during the ualitati e anal sis  it ma  be a ro riate 
to enter into a detailed uantitati e anal sis  his ill enable the im acts of the risks to 
be uantified against the three basic ro ect success criteria  cost  time and erformance  

e eral techni ues ha e been de elo ed for anal sing the effect of risks on the final 
cost and timescale of ro ects  o e er  such techni ues do not al a s readil  a l  
themsel es to the anal sis of erformance ob ecti es

he main techni ues currentl  in use are

n  Sensitivity analysis  often considered to be the sim lest form of risk anal sis

ssentiall  it sim l  determines the effect on the hole ro ect of changing one of its risk 
ariables  such as dela s in design or the cost of materials  ts im ortance is that it often 

highlights ho  the effect of a single change in one risk ariable can roduce a marked 
difference in the ro ect outcome  

n ractice  a sensiti it  anal sis ill be erformed for more than one risk  erha s all 
identified risks  in order to establish those that ha e a otentiall  high im act on the 
cost or timescale of the ro ect  he techni ue can also be used to address the im act 
of risk on the economic return of a ro ect  igure  age  sho s an e am le of a 
sensiti it  diagram

“A secondary risk may result 
from a planned response to a risk 

and might therefore lead to the 
response being unsuccessful”

“Several techniques have been 
developed for analysing the 

e�ect of risks on the final cost 
and timescale of projects”
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This diagram shows that the project is very sensitive, as measured against the internal rate 
of return, to any changes in both the demand for the product and the revenue from the 
product, however, changes in energy costs or the cost of raw material have much less impact.

n robabilistic anal sis s ecifies a robabilit  distribution for each risk and then considers 
the effect of risks in combination  his is erha s the most common method of 

erforming a uantitati e risk anal sis and is the one most eo le consider  incorrectl  
to be synonymous with the whole PRAM process. In fact, as this guide illustrates, it is 
but one facet of that process.

The most common form of probabilistic analysis uses ‘sampling techniques’, usually 
referred to as ‘Monte Carlo simulation’. This method relies on the random calculation of 

alues that fall ithin a s ecified robabilit  distribution often described b  using three 
estimates  minimum or o timistic  mean or most likel  and ma imum or essimistic  he 
overall outcome for the project is derived by the combination of values selected for each 
one of the risks  he calculation is re eated a number of times  t icall   de ending 
on the capabilities of the sampling software and organisational preferences, to obtain the 
probability distribution of the project outcome.

It is usual to carry out a probabilistic time analysis with the aid of a critical path method 
 net ork to model the ro ect schedule  he results of the simulation can be used to 

com are the effects of risks in a schedule ith the ualitati e assessment of the risks  or 
e am le  a risk ith a high im act on a task that is not on the critical ath ma  be treated 
ahead of a risk ith a relati el  lo  im act that is im acting on a critical ath item  
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Sensitivity diagram for a manufacturing plant
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Figure 3. Sensitivity diagram for a new manufacturing plant

“This method relies on the 
random calculation of values 

that fall within a specified 
probability distribution”
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Figure 4. Example tornado chart

The tornado chart can also be used to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of planned responses 
by comparing the assessed effect of risks with the planned effect together with the cost of 
the planned responses.

The same method can be used for probabilistic cost analysis, especially when the cost 
estimate can be broken down into the same categories or activities as the schedule and 
when cost risks are related to time risks. If an independent cost analysis is undertaken, then 
it may be appropriate to use a spreadsheet method. Figure 5 (page 16) shows an example 
of a histogram and cumulative curve derived from a probabilistic time analysis using a 
model based on a CPM network.

The effect of each task on the overall end date of the project can be examined using a 
tornado chart. An example tornado chart is shown in Figure 4. The length of the bars is a 
measure of the duration cruciality of a task. (Cruciality = Criticality multiplied by duration 
sensitivity.) The longer the bar, the more effect that task is having on the overall duration of 
the project.

64%

Pram mini guide
Duration cruciality: entire plan - all tasks

61%

29%

25%

14%

14%E040 - Task 16

B020 - Task 2

B010 - Task 1

D020 - Task 10

B030 - Task 3

C040 - Task 8

“If an independent cost 
analysis is undertaken, then 
it may be appropriate to use 

a spreadsheet method”

“The e�ect of each task on 
the overall end date of the 

project can be examined 
using a tornado chart”
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An oilfield development
Early finish histogram for activity G44 (First Oil)
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Figure 5. Time probability histogram and s-curve for a new oilfield development

his diagram sho s the distribution of finish dates from an e am le ro ect for the 
achie ement of first oil  t is based on  iterations using onte arlo sam ling  

he actual finish date of this articular ro ect as achie ed ithin t o da s of the mean

Figure 6. Cost probability s-curve for a new office building
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his diagram sho s the distribution around a cost estimate for the final out turn cost for a 

ne  building  t is based on  iterations using onte arlo sam ling  he highlighted 

figures re resent the unad usted cost  ie the sum of all the cost elements ithout an  risk 

treatment  the e ected cost deri ed from the statistical mean and a suggested accurac  

range  he difference bet een the unad usted cost and the e ected cost is considered 

to be an unallocated ro ision

n  n uence diagrams ro ide a o erful means of constructing models of the issues in 

a ro ect that are sub ect to risk  s a result  in uence diagrams are no  used as the 

user interface to a com uter based risk modelling tool  thus allo ing the de elo ment 

of er  com le  risk models that can be used to anal se the cost  time and economic 
arameters of ro ects

n  ecision trees are another gra hical method of structuring models  he  bring together 
the information needed to make ro ect decisions and sho  the resent ossible 
courses of action and all future ossible outcomes  ach outcome must be gi en a 

robabilit  alue indicating its likelihood of occurrence  his form of risk anal sis is 
often used in the cost risk anal sis of ro ects

Risk management

isk management uses the information collected during the risk anal sis hase to make 
decisions on ho  to im ro e the robabilit  of the ro ect achie ing its cost  time and 

erformance ob ecti es  his is done b  reducing the risk here it is ad antageous to do 
so  and monitoring and managing the risk that remains

he ro ect manager uses the information at his her dis osal to choose bet een the 
feasible res onses to risks assessed during the ualitati e hase  his ma  in ol e 
amending the ro ect lans to reduce the risk  for e am le  mo ing high risk acti ities 
off the critical ath  de elo ing contingenc  lans to allo  ra id res onse if certain risks 
occur  or setting u  monitoring rocedures for critical areas in order to get earl  arning 
of risks occurring

here are three t es of res onse to risk  changing the ro ect sco e  roacti e res onse  
and reacti e res onse  hich can be described as follo s

n change project scope: an alteration to the ro ect lan such that the risks are a oided

n proactive response: lanned and im lemented res onses undertaken to reduce the 
likelihood of the risk and or the ad erse conse uences if the risk materialises

n reactive response: a ro ision in the ro ect lan for a course of action that ill onl  
be im lemented should the ad erse conse uences of the identified risk materialise

“Risk management uses the 
information collected during 

the risk analysis phase”
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Responses to risk can do one or a combination of four things:

1.Avoid – risks that can be eliminated from the project and therefore no longer propose 
a threat.

2.Reduce – the impact and/or probability of risks that can be decreased by implementing 
certain actions.

3.Transfer – risks can be passed on to other parties who may be better placed to manage 
the risks or prepared to insure against their impacts. Unfortunately, this does not 
eliminate risks or change the ownership of risks.

4.Accept – the benefits that can be gained from taking the risk should be balanced against 
the penalties.

The risk management phase begins immediately after the qualitative analysis is complete 
and is then a continuing process through the complete life cycle of the project. The 
information gained during the quantitative analysis allows the project manager to trade off 
taking actions now against the likelihood and impact of risk occurring. The project manager 
may choose to immediately amend his/her overall time and cost plan in order to increase 
the probability of achieving his/her time and cost objectives.

“The risk management phase 
begins immediately after the 

qualitative analysis is complete”
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7. What experience is available?
The majority of the methods, techniques and processes described in this guide have been 
used in a number of industries since the early 1970s. PRAM has historically been associated 

ith er  large  high ca ital ro ects in s ecific industries  such as defence  oil and gas  
aerospace and civil engineering. The experience gained in these industries since the 1970s 
has disseminated through other industries, such as information technology manufacturing 
and business change projects.

The number of companies practising PRAM is continuing to increase due to the realisation 
that the methods, techniques and processes involved form an integral part of project and 
business management. The increase in its use has led not only to expertise being gained by 
individuals within companies, but the arrival of specialist consultancies that can train, advise 
and carry out PRAM for their clients. PRAM is also an established and important element in 
the syllabuses of many universities and higher educational establishments.

urther information on ro ect risk management or the  isk ecific nterest rou  
can be found at apm.org.uk/community/risk-management-sig

“The number of companies 
practising PRAM is 

continuing to increase”
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For further information, please visit:
apm.org.uk/community/risk-management-sig

Please contact us with your views and suggestions:
risksig@apm.org.uk

Ibis House, Regent Park,
Summerleys Road,
Princes Risborough,
Buckinghamshire HP27 9LE

Tel (UK) 0845 458 1944
Tel (Int) +44 1844 271 640
Email info@apm.org.uk
Web apm.org.uk
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